Welcome to
GCSE PE Engaged Learners Evening
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Why are the selected students considered
passive learners in your specific subject?
Firstly this has
nothing to do with
Ability and Behaviour!

Slow to engage

When given tasks it
takes too long to
become focused on
the task and to
integrate with the
groups.

Happy with OK

Don’t look to
challenge knowledge
or fill in gaps,
activities done to
bare minimum.

Rarely ask for help

When stuck
student doesn’t ask
others for help or
teacher, even
though I remind
them of different
ways to gain
knowledge.

Passive Learner

Allow others to do
the majority of the
work when in group
activities, worried
about getting it
wrong. Everyone
makes mistakes.

Low home activity

Effort levels for
homework revision
is/seems to be
minimal, attitude to
tests needs to
change.
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Slow to engage

Make sure when
an activity has
started you have
listened to the
instructions and
you know what to
do.

What can the student do to improve their
behaviour for learning within your specific
subject?
Happy with OK

Don’t be happy with
enough, look for the
next challenge, can
you add more to the
work you have
already done?

Rarely ask for help

Passive Learner

Ask questions, we
don’t expect you to
know everything,
that’s why you are
in classroom and at
school.

You need to
understand the
work, talk to people
in your group, you all
know each other.
Take the opportunity
in group tasks to pick
other students
brains for the
answer. Again no
harm in asking.

Low home activity

Be organised, plan
when to revise,
make sure you
have allocated time
to do work at
home.
Pick a revision style
to suite you e.g.
posters/ mind
maps.
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What can be done at home and around school
to support the behaviour for learning within
your specific subject?

Look at your emails: this year I will be emailing power-points, speciation's and more, so please keep
looking at your emails.

Find Me: if you need more help come and find me after school, I am here most days. Email me to
arrange a meeting so we can discuss anything you are worried about.
Check Show My Homework: If revision tasks are given in class for a test make sure you look early
enough to prepare for it. Organisation can be the saving grace.
Don’t Suffer in Silence: All students will help you, there are 22 others in the group who are willing to
help we are a team after all. I am one of 10 PE teachers, look for us and ask us our knowledge is useful.
Be independent: you are older and bolder now. look to do, without external motiviation.
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Websites and resources

• The revision guide available from school.
www.brianmac.demon.co.uk
www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/pe
www.teachpe.com
• After school revision and practical assessment Fridays!
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Exam 1

Exams
Exam 2
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Exams

Thank you for listening

